




































































































































Slurred - smooth and continuous air flow




It’s important to understand that an accent is not only 
> or ^ or any other mark, but rather that an accent is 

something that interrupts consistency.
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Legato- smooth and continuous air flow with 
introduction of the tongue to gently add diction from 

note to note.




Air should feel much like the slurred air; consistent 
and smooth.  Tongue is now added to slice that 
steady airstream.  Move the tongue quickly and 
lightly as to not allow for any breaks or space 

between the notes.



 







































































































































Accented notes - to accent - meaning to bring out.  
There are a number of ways to bring out a note.  The 
above illustrated way is by making the beginning of 

the note the loudest point. (Entrance - body - release)




In fast music, the note will generally taper all the way 
the start of the next note.  In slower music the note 
should taper, but quickly stabilize at an appropriate 

dynamic level.



 










































































































































































The word staccato means ‘detached.’



As previously discussed in page 3.A, detached 

is accomplished by manipulating the space 

between the notes, and NOT the front or

backend of the notes.



Simply decrease the length of the body of the

note slightly to allow for additional space to be

added following said note.



staccato notes should be tonally beautiful and not

Percussive in nature.  


















































































Marcato - played with emphasis 










Marcato - played with emphasis



This marking is performed in widely varied and oftentimes

contrasting ways.  If you heard a marcato in the music of

Stravinsky followed by a marcato in the music of Bruckner 

you would almost certainly call them different things.



In order to give anything emphasis you need only to make said 

thing stand out.  



A marcato in a slow piece, full of slurred passages may very well just be

a tongued note, whereas a marcato in a rhythmically driving, loud, and 

fast composition may need to be much more emphasized in order for it to 

be differentiated from the others.
































































































Articulations are as varied as the musicians performing them.  Yes, there are clear conventions that should be followed 
whenever performing specific articulations.  It is also crucial that the performer be well equipped to perform one marked type 
of articulation in several different ways.



There is not ‘THE correct’ way of doing anything in such a subjective field as art.



There are, however, ways that will lend themselves to be more appropriate than others within the context.  Countless variables 
such as acoustical space, ensemble size, instrumentation, conductor, musical period, composer, instrument, and others 
should play a role in your decision making process.  Be well equipped to be able to play what you want to play and not what 
you can play. 



Do not allow your musical decisions to be guided by self-imposed limitations. 



The charts, diagrams, and above mentioned suggestions are merely a starting point in your lifelong musical pursuits.















































































The musical excerpt used for these demonstrations was taken from C. Kopprasch, 60 Selected Studies for BB flat Tuba, No. 3, 
measures 1 - 6. 
 
Many of the ideas expressed in the previous pages were derived from my teachers, experiences, observations, and through 
such liturgies as “The Trombonist’s Handbook” by Reginald Fink, and “The Art of Tuba and Euphonium” by Harvey Phillips.









